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A story of pressure, courage, teamwork and success!

They say the true test of character
is how you perform under
pressure and on the last Saturday
of 2007, there was courage and
character. I'm not talking about
being driven back while dealing
with a few stick hits over the
withers. In this case, I'm talking
about having the status of the
Phoenix Rottweiler Club being on
the fence.
The Phoenix Rottweiler Club
started its humble beginnings as
an offshoot of the Phoenix
Schutzhund Club where current
PRC President, Robert Pinkney, met Rottweiler maven Jim
Laubmeier. Robert was trying to get into the Schutzhund
club but because his lack of experience in bringing a dog
to title, he was left him outside of PSC's new member
policy. Jim, who'd been a member of both PSC and PRC
invited Robert to train with the Rott Club on the back field
of the schutzhund club; this is where they became friends.

Jim Laubmeier, Bronko vom Wachberg, BH & Andreas Mueller
schutzhund club where they could train three times per
week rather than once per month with PRC which by
now had dwindled to five members.
Robert, now at the helm of PRC wants to revitalize it,
after all it was the bridge that kept him going and he
wants things to be different for others who want to work
and title their Rottweilers. The first order of business
was to make sure the club was still in good standing
with USRC and that meant PRC had to host an event. The
Scottsdale Schutzhund Club had picked three days in
October 2007 to conduct its first club trial. Both clubs
agreed to co-host BUT there was a problem with
communication and paperwork. Pressure.
Showing true courage and working ability, like his
German imported dog, Robert was not going to let a
miscommunication error destroy his club. Robert called
his pack of Rottweiler aficionados on a Sunday morning,
one month before the end of the year.
"Hey guys, we've got one month to put together an
event or we're not a club anymore."

Jim Laubmeier & Bronko vom Wachberg, BH, BST
Fast forward to April 2007, Jim and wife Heather
Laubmeier joined the newly founded Scottsdale
Schutzhund Club. He liked what he saw in this club and
quickly realized this would be an opportunity for Robert
and others to become members of a ground level

We decided to host a BST as it was the lesser of evils
between another schutzhund trial and conformation
show. More pressure. There was one serious issue in
that nobody in the club had a dog who was ready for a
BST.
Bronko vom Wachberg is a beast of beasts. He's so
beastly his obedience was severely lacking. As a
National Trial helper, Jim Laubmeier, has worked some

plants into the hard turf. There's a reason we don't have
basements in AZ; you have to dynamite the ground. The
ex-army ranger is the epitome of toughness and Robert
was learning amid his explosions into the ground. "I
haven't had my ass kicked in a long time let alone by
something with four legs. But this is fun!"
More pressure. USRC Admin of Records properly
ordered the BST forms but the printer sent us the
incorrect sheets for the BST. After several long chats
with Samantha, her and I get the proper forms sent
while we trade stories about screaming neighbours,
whips, our Rotts on the post in the backyard and cops
knocking at the door. All is well, Christmas was great
but its Thursday night before the event and I am just
now getting the forms in my hand.

of the toughest dogs in the sport; his specialty is to make
bigger and "badder" beasts for the sport. As progressive
as Jim is, he went "old school" for his baby Bronko. No
obedience for the first year and now for the past two years
all he's been doing is making his boy drive and fight for
the sleeve. Jim was sure his dog could do a full
Schutzhund One protection routine but there was the
problem of limited obedience and we needed at least one
dog to do this event. Jim is a Phoenix firefighter and he's
used to fixing seemingly hopeless situations. Standing tall
as if is he was in the midst of falling rubble in a burning
building Laubmeier says "Andreas [USRC President
Andreas Meuller] is doing a trial at his place in a couple of
weeks. I could get Bronko's BH and then do the BST for the
club."

"Most people use typewriters? Surely somebody must
be joking. I haven't seen a typewriter in 15 years. Where
the hell am I going to find one the day before the trial?"
I'm a geek. I like computers and Rottweilers and that
pretty much sums up my existence. I'll be damned if I'm
going on a tour of Goodwill stores to find a typewriter
especially since they won't let me bring my dog in the
stores. Are they afraid my dog is going to make junk out
of junk? Anyway, like I said, I'm a geek and I would be
letting my people down by not finding a way to make
these forms work with a computer.

We all knew Jim could do it but that increased the pressure
on all of us. "Um, Robert… I can't work my own dog in the
trial. You have to do it." Jim says to Robert with a smile.
Robert Pinkney had just received his helper certification a
week before in Scottsdale Schutzhund Club Helper
Seminar. Undaunted by the task Robert shoots back
"Whatever you need buddy. I'll be ready."
If you've never worked a dog before, guys like Jim
Laubmeier make the task look easy and on top of that,
working a Rottweiler bent on worrying you like the carcass
of cat is an entirely different thing than a flying Malinois
or swift German Shepherd Dog. Aside from being a top
trial helper, Jim is also a teacher. Robert had the gear and
was ready to be Bronko's newest tug toy.
The trial is set and we all have our jobs. Jim Laubmeier
and Robert Pinkney are the helpers. Carol Pinkney and
Heather Laubmeier are working the pizza and coffee
garden as well as making signs and name tags. I offered
to be Trial Secretary.
With the holidays, our time was short. Jim was teaching
how to catch and drive dogs in-between Robert's head

Bronko vom Wachberg, BH, V Rated
I scanned in the BST forms and created a template that
works on my laptop and printer. It wasn't hard just
tedious and very frustrating. This things works like a
charm and I plan to make a proposal that my little
program be available to others but that's for the future.
It's 7am, dark and cold by AZ standards. I drive into the
parking lot at the sports complex in north Phoenix. My
rottie pup sees Jim Laubmeier in parking lot and he's

ready to charge him for a bite. Through the distraction of
barking at Jim, I see his wife Heather posting signs for the
event. I see Robert's wife Carol Pikney setting up tables.
This is it, today is trial day.
We're set to go. The check in station is ready. The
espresso bar is ready and steaming. USRC president
Andreas Meuller looks at Laubmeier's Bronko vom
Wachberg first. As trial secretary, I am Andreas' shadow.
Since this is my first time at a BST I didn't know what to
expect but one expectation that I had was Andreas'
experience. I was surprised to see him surprised by what
he saw in Bronko. "Let me see that again… his P3 is
square! If you see a dog like that buy him." Heather and
Jim are glowing with smiles as they take in the assessment
of their prize Rottweiler.

Chain von der Wolfsschanze, SchH I, BH, BST
"Catch. Set. Drive." are the only words going through
Robert's head as he sees that 112lbs black monster
steaming at him with jaws wide open. Catch. Set. Drive.
Robert succeeds with flying colours. Andreas walks over
to Jim and shakes his hand. "Congratulations."
I hand Andreas the clipboard and he reads. "Jim and
Heather Laubmeier, Bronko vom Wachberg has passed
the BST and he is breedable." Andreas looks at Gail
Kendall "Congratulations, Chain von der Wolfschnaze is
beedable." The crowd of 30 erupts with applause. I see
everybody smiling. This was the moment of truth for all
of us. My computer template works. Jim succeeded in
gaining a BH and BST for his dog. Robert is now a battle
tested helper.

Chain von der Wolfsschanze, SchH I, BH, BST
Next was Gail Kendall and her boy Chain von der
Wolfschanze. I write down everything Andreas says, "nice
top line…straight front…well knuckled paws" Gail has
issues with Chain standing still. "Get him to stand" says
Andreas. I see the light go off in Gail's head "Where's the
kitty?" BAM! Chain stands alert staring at the horizon
looking for the kitty. I was surprised to see Andreas be
surprised for a second time "Whoa…holy &@#." Now Gail
is smiling.
Local dog trainer Harvey Blutreich brought his Schutzhund
titled Malinois to be the demo dog. They go through the
routine with Jim as the helper and as always he makes it
look so easy. Virgin helper Robert Pinkney gazes across
the synthetic turf of the trial field. While snapping his
Scratch pants he says "Go get Bronko."

The event is successful synergy of performance under
pressure and teamwork. The Phoenix Rottweiler Club
remains a club in good standing. What a great learning
event this has been. We couldn't have done it without
each other. Phoenix Rottweiler Club is poised to be one
of the premier working dog clubs in the United States,
we've got great helpers, knowledge of the breed and we
now understand how to work together as friends and a
pack of wild Rottweiler lovers.
www.phoenixrottweilerclub.com

